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arrangement, and the facility thereby afforded for the construction 
of the table, and its continuation to any extent that may be desired. 

(115). The page given contains 500 squares. The last column, 
headed Terms, (contraction for Terminations), contains on each 
line the four figures which are the common termination of all the 
squares upon that line. With this understanding the column 
headed 0 contains the fifty squares (3600)2 to (3649)2, the column 
headed 1 contains the squares (13600)2 to (13649)2, the column 
headed 2 the squares (23600)2 to (23649)2, and so on. 

(116). Now as to the mode of construction, which is conducted 
in the present form. The first difference of x2 being 2x + 1, when x 
is 3600 this is 7201 ; and the constant second difference being 2, 
the terminal figures of column 0 are formed by continuous addition 
to 0000, the terminal figures of (3600) 2, of the terms of the series 
7201, 7203, 7205, &c. (neglecting carriages). The series thus 
formed, occupying the last column, each term of it belongs equally 
to all the squares on the same line ; for, the roots of each two 
adjoining squares differing from each other by 10,000, it is obvious 
that x2 and (x + 10,000)2 have the last four figures common. Now 
mark the progression in the vertical columns. In column 0 the 
increase is by 0 and 1, according as there is an increase or a decrease 
in the leading figures of the last column. In column 1 the increase 
is by 2 and 3, subject to the same condition ; in column 2 the 
increase is by 4 and 5 ; and so on up to column 9, in which the 
increase is by 18 and 19. 

(117). It thus appears that a table of squares admits of being 
formed in this manner with great facility. It would, however, 
require verification. This would be obtained by addition of the 
several columns, the expression for the sum of a number of con- 
secutive squares being well known. 

On the Value of Annuities payable Half-yearly, Quarterly, Sçc. By 
Thomas Bond Sprague, M.A., Actuary of the Equity and 
Law Life Assurance Society. (Part III.) 

ÍN order to complete the consideration of this question as far as 
it relates to a single life, I will now give some numerical examples 
showing the magnitude of the corrections, or the additions to the 
value of annuities when payable half-yearly, as found from the 
formute of Mr. Baily and Mr. Woolhouse. Those formulae will 
also be exhibited under some new aspects. 
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I will commence with the following demonstration of Baily's 
formula. The difference between the values of an annuity, when 
payable yearly and half-yearly respectively, consists of two ele- 
ments : - the first being the interest gained on the sums paid in 
the middle of each year in which the life continues in being, in- 
stead of at the end thereof; and the second being the value of the 
chance of receiving an extra payment in the middle of the year in 
which the life drops, in consequence of the life dropping in the 
second and not in the first half. The annuity being, as usual, 
supposed to be ¿81, when the annuity is payable half-yearly there 
is '5 paid in the middle instead of at the end of each year which 
the life survives ; and this payment at the end of the year amounts 
to '51/ 1 + i, and the excess of the value of this over the same pay- 

ment made at the end of the year is  ^  . The value of all 

such differences, supposed to be payable at the end of each year 

which the life survives, is therefore ax x  ~  . The second Z 
element in the difference is the chance of receiving an extra *5 in 
the middle of the year in which the life drops. Now the deaths 
being supposed to be distributed uniformly, the chance of the life 
dropping in the second half of the year is exactly equal to the 
chance of its dropping in the first half: hence the value of this ele- 
ment is one-half that of *5 to be received in the middle of the year in 

which the life drops, i. £. = J  ^  Ax. 

Hence the difference between the values of an annuity of £1 
when payable yearly and half-yearly is 

x/T+¿-l , s/Wi A 

It is easily shown that this agrees with Baily's formula; for 

since A¿= -^ 
- ~ , the above becomes 

s/T+ì-1 '~iax 

= (4±U2> + - L= 
Wl + i /4 4-s/l+i 
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= (,/t+ï+ -L= -2V-* + -4= 

= U+ 
' ^/i? 

1 -*)% /4 
+ £. 

4 ' ^/i? /4 4 

Adding «^ to this, we get Baily's formula for the value of an 
annuity payable half-yearly. 

In the same way, the excess of the value of an annuity payable 
quarterly over one payable yearly, or the correction for an annuity 
payable quarterly, is seen to be 

{(l+í)t + (l+»)i + (l + ,-)*_8} J 
, Í3 (1 + Q* 2(1 + »)* 1(1 + 0*) A 

since if death occurs in the fourth quarter of the year, of which 
the chance is ', there is payable at the end of each of the first 
three quarters, £^, which payments together amount at the end of 
the year to 

i{(l + 0* + (l + .)* + (l + 0±} • - ■ - O) 

So, if death occurs in the third or in the second quarters, the 
chance of each of which is also ¿, there are payable sums which 
respectively amount at the end of the year to 

¿{(i+oMi+O1)  (2) 
and 

1 •(! + «■)*  (3) 

Multiplying each of these quantities (1), (2), (3), by the chance 
of receiving it (£), we get the value of the correction for the quar- 
terly annuity as stated above. This may, as before, be shown to 
be equivalent to Baily's formula, for it becomes 

{(l + iý + (l + iý+(l+i)i-s} i* 

+ {8(l + ¿)*+2(l+t)* + (l+í)i} ï^Tj 
= {4(l + î)(l +*)* + 4(l+í)(l + 0* + 4(l + »)(l+í)*-12-12»' 

_8i(l + iý- 2Í(1 + 0*-t(l + »•)*} j-g^- 
= {(A + iXl + i)Í + (i + 2i)(l+1ý + {i + Si)(l+iý-12-12i}T^-^ 

+ {8(l + í)M(l+í)Í + l}^ 
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lo 

I 
+ {8(l + O*+2(l+0*+l}^. 

Adding ax to this, we get Baily's formula for the value of an 
annuity payable quarterly. 

I have now to draw the reader's attention to the following 
table, in which are exhibited the values of the correction for a 
half-yearly annuity, as calculated by the formulse of Baily and 
Woolhouse, for the three rates of interest, 3, 4, and 5 per cent., 
according to the "Experience" table of mortality. 
Tahle showing the Addition to the Value of an Annuity when payable 

Half -yearly, according to the " Experience" Table of Mortality. 

3 per Cent. 

Age. B. W. W-B. 

20 -24752 -24770 -00018 
30 -24741 -24763 -00022 
40 -24726 -24751 -00025 
50 -24709 -24718 -00009 
60 -24689 -24630 - -00059 
70 -24670 -24412 - -00258 
80 -24654 -23909 - -00745 
90 -24640 -22512 - -02128 

4 pee Cent. 

Age. B. W. W-B. 

20 -24692 -24710 -00018 
30 -24678 -24703 -00025 
40 -24660 -24691 -00031 
50 -24634 -24657 -00023 
60 -24605 -24569 - -00036 
70 -24575 -24352 - -00223 
80 -24550 -23849 -'00701 
90 -24529 -22452 --02077 

5 pee Cent. 

Age. B. W. W-B. 

20 -24634 -24650 -00016 
30 -24619 -24643 -00023 
40 '24598 *;24631 '00033 
50 -24566 '24597 '00031 
60 '24528 -24508 - -00020 
70 '24487 -24292 - -00195 
80 -24450 -23789 -'00661 
90 -24419 -22392 --02027 
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Here the value of the correction as found from Mr. Baily's 
formula is put under the heading B, and as found from Mr. Wool- 
house's formula under W; the difference, or the error in Baily's 
approximation, being put in the last column under the heading 

W-B. The formulae used are B*= U/v + -^ -2'°~ 4- ~; 

andW,= ^^. 4 lo 4 lo 
We might have foreseen that Baily's formula would give the 

values of the correction too large for ages over 70. For it assumes 
that the chance of dying in the second half of the year is equal 
to the chance of dying in the first half, each being J. But from 
the age of 72 upwards, the number dying in a year according to the 
Experience table of mortality continually decreases ; so that when 
the number dying in a portion of a year is calculated more accurately 
than by constant first differences, we shall have the number dying 
in the first half of each year after the age of 72, greater than the 
number dying in the second half. It will follow that the chance 
of dying in the second half is less than ', or the chance of receiving 
the extra £^ is less than Baily's formula supposes. For ages below 
72, the contrary is the case; or the number dying in the first 
half of each year is less than the number dying in the second half ; 
and the chance of receiving the extra £^ is greater than |. As 
we consider successively younger ages, the influence of the latter 
portion of the table of mortality is felt less and less; until we 
reach an age between 50 and 60, when it is neutralized by the 
opposite influence of the portion of the table relating to the ages 
under 72. For that age, Baily's formula will be accurately true. 
We see also that in the case of a temporary annuity which does 
not relate to any age over 72, the value as formed by Baily's 
formula will always be too small. 

The values above given as* deduced from Mr. Woolhouse's 
formula may be trusted, as I have shown already (p. 211), to the 
fifth decimal place - at all events, for ages not exceeding 80. From 
a consideration of these values we conclude that the common 
approximation, '25, is in no case correct to three decimal places, 
and at advanced ages is not true even in the second decimal place. 
We also see that Baily's formula, deduced upon the supposition of 
uniform decrements, gives values scarcely ever correct to more than 
three decimal places, and at advanced ages is almost as erroneous 
as the common approximation. 

We thus see what a great advance Mr. Woolhouse's simple 
VOL. XIII. 2 A 
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formula is on all that has been previously written on the subject. 
Of so much importance does that formula appear to me, that I will 
endeavour still further to elucidate its meaning before passing on 
to the consideration of the other problems suggested at the close 
of the second part of this paper (p. 228). 

Let a curve P Q R S . . . . Z be drawn, of which the abscissa 
represents the age (x), and the ordinate represents iflx, (i.e.Dx} 
according to the usual notation). 

Let Qp=Jfc, pq=sqr~rszz . . . ==1, and let pq, çr, • . . be 
bisected in the points pu qu . . • Then 

Pp=D*, Q?=IW Rr=Dft+2,&c. 

Also Pil>i=D*+i* Qi?i=&*4-f> &<V 

The value of the annuity at age * is equal to -^  ~ - L-l-l-l 
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Q? + R>* + .... 

But since pq = l, the area of the quadrilateral ¥pQ,q is equal to 

?P+Qq 

and that of the polygon P Q R . . . Zp is equal to 

Pp + Qg Qg + Rr B.r + Ss - 
T~ + ~2~ + ~2~ + 

#'" 

= 
^+Q? + Br+  

whence we see that 
polygon PQR  Zp *u-  - 

p- 
 2. 

Again, the value of the annuity payable half-yearly is equal to 

2lkvk 

~~ 
2Pp 

But the area of the quadrilateral PjopiPi is equal to ppx 
x P/?+2Pl/?1 

= 
Vp+/lPl, and that of the polygon PPjQQ^.-.Z^ 

kVp + VlPi VlPl + Qq m 4 4 

Fp PlPl+Qq + Qm+.... ~ 
4 + Ž 

whence the value of the annuity payable half-yearly is 

polygon PP,QQ,....Zfl _ 
P^ 

_ * 

Comparing these expressions for ak and af, we see that the 
common approximation of adding #25 for the value of the half- 
yearly annuity is equivalent to assuming that the polygon 
PQR . . . . Zp is equal to PPjQQj . . • . Zp ; i.e. the polygon 
PQll . . . . Zp is substituted for the curvilinear area. 

The problem of finding the value of an annuity payable half- 
yearly, quarterly, &c, is thus seen to be essentially one of inter- 
polation. The ordinates Yp, Qq, Rr .... are known quantities ; 
(i.e. the values of D¿, D¿+i, D¿+2 .... are tabulated) ; but the 

2 a 2 
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intermediate ordinates, Pipi, Qi^i, .... (and the intermediate 
values Dk+i, D*+f , &c.) are not known, and can only be deter- 
mined by some process of interpolation, more or less accurate. 
The common approximation by which *25 is added to the value 

of the annuity, is equivalent to supposing that Ylpi= -*-ñ - -, 

Qi<7i = ~^"õ  > &c*> or substituting the chords PQ, QR, .... for 

the curvilinear arcs. The various other methods of approximation, 
- those, for example, by which the formulae of Mr. Baily and Mr. 
Woolhouse are obtained, and that employed by myself in the second 
part of this paper (p. 202), - are all equivalent to substituting 
for the arcs PQ, QR, RS . . . . some other curve lines whose 
equations are known, and the ordinates of which can be calculated 
with any required degree of accuracy. 

According to Baily's method, we suppose the number alive at 
the age h -f %, where x is less than unity, to be 

so that 

The curve indicated by this equation passes through the points 
P and Q ; but does not otherwise coincide with PQ. It may be 
shown to be always convex to the axis of abscissae, or to lie below 
the straight line PQ. For the ordinate of the straight line corre- 

sponding to the age k + x is 

(l-aOA+^*+l4+i, 

and the curve fixed by Baily' s method will lie above or below the 

straight line according as 

vk+*{(l-z)lk + xlk+i}> or <(l-x)vklk + xvk+lh+l 

as ^{(l-*y* + 4H-i}> or <(1- ^)4 + ̂ 4+i 

as (v*-v)xlk+l> or <(l--<)(l-*)4 

> or <(l-^)(l-^)ft+i + ̂ ) 

as (l-.T-^ + ̂ yi+1 + (l-^)(l-^H< or >° 

Now »•=*-*== 1- 3* + -y 
- 

-g- + 
• • - 
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whence 1- *t>*=&&  - -|  .... 2 6 

-i-i N s ** 2** 
<1 -i-i - »)== N °x- s - + "g  

... l^x-tf + Xv= Ç(l-*)- Ç(l-*«)+ .... 

-Ç(i-){i-!(.+.)+....} 
which is always positive, since x and S are both less than unity. 
Also (1- i?*)(l- œ) is always positive. 

and it follows that Baily's curve lies always below the straight line 
PQ, or is convex to the axis of #. 

The figures given above show two forms which the curve may 
assume. In the first, the curve is throughout convex to the axis. 
In the second, the curve is originally concave to the axis, and there 
is a point of contrary flexure, W, where the curve becomes convex 
to the axis. 

When money is supposed to bear no interest the curve will 
have the second of the above forms, the point of flexure occurring 
in the Experience table, at the age 72, when the number dying in 
a year is a maximum. In that table, the number dying in a year 
steadily increases from the age of 15 to that of 72 ; and from the 
latter age, steadily decreases. In the Carlisle table, on the con- 
trary, ťhe number dying in a year increases and decreases several 
times ; and to each maximum and minimum corresponds a point 
of contrary flexure in the curve. 

But this will not necessarily be the case when we introduce the 
element of interest. In order that the curve may have a point of 
contrary flexure, we must have the second difference of i>% change 
sign. Take the differences of vxlx, as follows : - 

In order that the second difference may change sign, we must 
have 4+i-2(l +i)lx + (l +i)%.i change sign, i.e., 

/.-rf.-2(l + i% + (1 + i)'lx + rf_,), 
or i%-d, + {'+i?dx_u 
or •»' ■-^.-dx.l) + 2idj:.i. 
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So long as dx<dx-X this will always be positive, and cannot 
change sign. The first condition, therefore, necessary for a 
change of sign, is that dx shall be >¿r-i, or that the number 
dying in a year shall increase as we take higher ages. Hence in 
the Experience table, the point of flexure, if there is any, will be at 
an age less than 72. Now in the Experience table, dx-dx_x 
is a maximum for #=62. At that age 

4r-rf,-i=74, k.!=54,27ô, ^_.!=1770. 

If now we take a low rate of interest, say 1 per cent., so that 
¿=01, we have 

¿2/,_1 + 2/<k_1=5-4275 + 35-40=40'8275, 

and is therefore less than dx-dx^v In this case, then, the func- 
tion changes sign, and there is a point of contrary flexure at some 
age between 62 and 72. But if we take a higher rate of interest, 
as 2 per cent., 

•Vi + 2iVt+1=:2 1-7100 + 70-8=92-51, 

and is now greater than dx-dx_x. In this case we may therefore 
expect, although the reasoning is not quite conclusive, that there 
is no point of contrary flexure. In fact, an examination of the 
"D column" as given by Jenkin Jones for the three rates of 
interest 2£, 3, and 3^ per cent., shows that to be the case, inas- 
much as IV- 1 - J)x continually diminishes as x is increased. 

In the Carlisle 3 per cent, table, on the contrary, D^-i- Dx is 
a maximum at the ages 73 and 61 ; and a minimum at the ages 
71 and 58 ; and there is therefore at each of those ages a point of 
contrary flexure. 

In the demonstration of the formula for the value of a half- 
yearly annuity given by Mr. Woolhouse (vol. xi. p. 320) and by 
myself (vol. xiii. p. 208) it is assumed that the curve touches the 
axis of x at the point Z. This is implied in Mr. Woolhouse's 

assumption that Í -rr j =0; and in mine that the values of -y- , 

d3u 
j-^ , &c, vanish at the extremity of life. 
dxà 

But this is not necessarily the case. For example, take 
De Moivre's law of mortality : and let the number (y) living at 
any age x, be C(N-ar) ; or C.(85- x). Then 
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In this case then, neglecting interest, the mortality curve 
reduces to a straight line, cutting the axis in the point Z, at an 
angle whose tangent is C. 

Also, 
l<ty  C  1_ ^ ye"* 

 
C(N-a?) 

 - IS- x* 

As x increases up to N - 1, this increases to 1 : then as x fur- 
ther increases from N - 1 to N, fi increases from 1 to co. This 
at first sight appears an anomalous result, since the chance of dying 
in any assigned time can only be unity ; but when we approach the 
extremity of life, we can take an age as close as we like to the 
extreme age which none of the lives actually attain, and the pro- 
bability of dying in the following small interval is certainty. This 
being true, howrever small we take that interval, fi must increase 
without limit and ultimately become infinite ; for, ¡tSx being the 
proportion which die in the small time Sx, and the limit of this 
being unity when Sx vanishes, the limit of jul must be oo. 

In the general case we have 

where S=log<.(l n-i)=- log<,i' At the extreme age in the table 

(z), /ř = 0, and (--- ) =W£ ; which will not vanish unless 4=0. 
'dXje . 

It will be found that this is not generally the case ; but its value 
will almost always be very small. Taking as before the Experience 
table, difference as follows the numbers living at successive ages. 

x lr Aj A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 
100 0 - 
99 1 ' 2 , 
98 4 ' 6 * 5 
97 13 2{ 10 i 4 ~¿ i -I 
96 37 it 28 'ó 2 ~¿ 2 J - 2 
95 89 ¡I Jo 43 }^ 2 ~ó ¿ -3 Tg +H 
94 184 Jo GO 'l ~1 ~ó 

° +3 +1 - 9 
93 339 J£ 76 -1 ° 0 "J 

- 
+ 3 . 

92 570 322 91 14 -1 O ° ° 
91 892 322 

°¿* 105 14 
'' ó -1 O ° 

90 1319 I*' 118 ó 
89 1864 04° 

Denote the leading differences here by dl9 d2, rf3, &c, so that 
rfi = l, d2 = 2, &c. ; then if x be measured from the extreme age 
(100) we have by the ordinary formula of interpolation 
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*ioo-*=fioo+««iH  -y 
- "sH  j-čj-jj 

 "3 

«(*-lX*-2)(«-8) +  - -  ¿4+.... 

We proceed as follows in order to determine the angle at 
which the curve representing the number living at any age cuts 

the axis of x, i.e. to find the value of ( j- hm-x I or - ¿íoo- 
We have 

hw-.-lm ,,*-l,, (x-lXx-2)  -<*i + - d, +  Tq 
 d, 

(s-l)fr-2)Qr-3) +  2IÃ- 
 dt+--'- 

and making «=0, the limit of*10°-*~/l00, i.e., -l'm, 
X 

j ¿i d9 dA ds d6 

In the case of the Experience table, taking the first six differences 
as found above, 

 1  1  1_ 
~"12 30"" 20' 

If we took two more differences, we should get a positive value 
of l'm. This indicates that the curve of mortality cuts the axis of 
x at a point between the ages of 99 and 100; or that all the lives 
die before attaining an age which lies between 99 and 100. In 
consequence of l't -not being generally zero at the extremity of life, 
the formula 

will not be accurately true. The amount of the error is however 
very small, except at very advanced ages. Its value will be con- 
sidered more fully presently. 

I now pass on to consider the nature of the curve which is sub- 
stituted for PQ when we employ Mr. Woolhouse's formula ; and I 
shall be able to show that the use of that formula is equivalent to 
substituting for each arc PQ of the true curve, the arc of a curve 
which touches PQ at the points P and Q, and of which the third 
differences are constant. 
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For this purpose, it will be convenient to review the steps of 
the demonstration by which that formula was arrived at. We 
start with the following formula, ux being any function of x (see 
p. 207):- 

7¡ +*m-i+w«+2+ .... +«*-!+ 1* =y* ußx 

UfduA ¡duA ) + 
12''dxJb 'dx)a' , (4) 

720 1W*3 h 'd*)a) 
+  

The formula will be more symmetrical if we put lxxř for ux 
instead of h+xtff as is done in the passage referred to. And lxvx 
being the quantity tabulated for integral values of x under the 
heading D^, it will be convenient to adopt the latter notation ; also 

for brevity put D; for f~ Vx) , and D^ for (^D*) , &c. 
'ax ja 'ax ja 

Putting then lxvx, or Dx, for ux in the above equation ; and 
making a equal to k, and b equal to z, - the extreme age in the 
table of mortality which none of the lives actually attain - {e.g. in 
the Experience table, 2=100) - the first member of the equation 
becomes £D¿ + D*+i + D¿+2+ . . . -hD*_i or Dk(± + ak), and we get 

Dk(^ak)=f'dx+ ¿(Di-Di) - ¿(W-D?) + . . . . (5) 

Next put lx;Vm for ux in the equation (4), and make a 
m 

equal to mk, and b to mz, then the first member becomes 
£D* + 0^1 + 0^1+  +D,_L or V^ + ma™) ; and we get mm m 

J mk I* 12 ('dx ñjm, 'dx liJmk) 

+ . .  

+ . . . . 
and dividing by m, 
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Now subtracting (5) from this, we have 

+ . . . . 
and 

* *+ 2m + 12m2 DA 720m4 Dk . 
' * ' ' 

It will be shown presently how the values of D'¿, D'i' . . . may 
be found from the tabulated values of D^.. 

Mr. Woolhouse's approximation is equivalent to 
m- 1 w2-lD'i 

For 
Wt^^l^^ltlogv.ifi 

+ W-, and 
g^ 

= lo-r + ^ 
= - (S + /U*). But a more correct approximation will be 

a*=a*+^+Tw-D- • ' • ' (6) 
since, as already stated, D' is not zero generally, although its 
value is very small. This formula would be strictly correct if 
D'r- D'i^O, DI- DJ = O, &c: i.e. if the third differences of J)x 
were constant from the age A: to the end of the table. But this is 
not an admissible supposition, since it will not be generally pos- 
sible so to fix the differences that over a long series of years the 
third differences may be constant. It will almost always be found 
that if the differences are so fixed as to make the substituted curve 
coincide closely with the original at certain points, it will at other 
points depart widely from it» But this may be done for a short 
distance without material error, as for example between any two 
consecutive ages x and x -h 1 ; and we will now consider the effect 
of that supposition. 

Instead of commencing with the equation (4) we take the fol- 
lowing more general one : - 

w nh 1 rh . h . , , . 
£ +«„+*+"«+**+ • • • • +«»-*+ T~TiJ Ux 

. 
Ï2^*~"Ma) 

. , , . 

+ . . . . 
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Here let us make a = A? A = A-f- 1, A= - ; and wa?=Daras before; 
tii 

then 

iDfc + DHL MM 
+ DHl+ . . . Dfc+íüzl W» 

+ iDA+1==m/ D,^ 
MM W» •'A 

+ 12m 
ry// Ty" 

720m3 
-f . . . . 

Now Mr. Woolhouse's approximation is equivalent to neglect- 
T)'"  TV" 

ing* the term - t^* 
 

3 
* and all the following terms ; that is, to 

substituting for D^ between the values h and k + ', a function TD)Xy 
which has its third differences constant, and such that JD)¿=D*, 
B*+1;=D*+i, B//t=D/it, B'*+i = D/*+i> so tna^ we have the 
following equation accurately true : - 

iDfc + B*+L w» + ]D)*+3-+ m ••• +B.+^i m + P.+1=m/]D)U+ D'+1^D/fe. w» m m ^ A IZm 

But the values of B^ can differ very slightly from those of D^ 
between the limits supposed ; so that we have very approximately 

=m/^+P^. J k 12m J k 12m 
Similarly 

¿•4-2 T'' "Pi' 

and similar equations for each age, the last being 

Adding all these equations together, we get 

•/ k 12 m 

whence we get, as before, 
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In order still further to elucidate this point, I will now pursue 
the reverse process, and suppose a curve drawn from P to Q of the 
nature above described, and investigate its properties independently. 

Thus, let us assume, x being 
less than unity, that 

%+,=%+ A#+B#2 + C#s . . (7) 
Then, differentiating, 

Making #=0, #=1, succes- 
sively, we get from the supposed 
conditions 

w'A=A, %h=wa + A + B + C, w'*+i=A + 2B + 3C. 
Hence 

B-fC=wÄ+1~wÄ-t/ft 

2B+3C=w'¿+1- u'ky 
from which we find 

B = 3m*+1- 3w*- ufk+1- 2u' 
C=-2uk+i + 2uk+ufk+l + uk. 

Then substituting for A, B, C, in (7) these values, and collecting 
the terms, we have 

%+*= w*(l - 3s2 + 2s3) + uk+x(3x*- 2z*) 
+^(^2^ + ̂ ) + ̂ +1(-^ + ̂ )  (8) 

Integrating, we get 

fuh+sdx=ub(x-v?+ 2J+u*+i 'f- |) 
, (x* 2x* x*' , ( x* *4' ^ 

and 

I uk+,dxz=:i(uk + uh+l) 4- TV(w'A - i/Ä+1). J 0 

a • i- 12 3 m- 1 . . . x. Again, a making i- ¿r= - , -, - . . . ,  , successively m x. the 

equation (7), we have 

%uk=$uh 

uk+l = uk+A- 4-B- +C-Î3 
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2 4 8 
uk+l=uk + A- + B - +C - « m m2 m? 

H+i=4%+i.. 

Adding these equations together, we have 

= -^- +(m-lK+ -|- ^ 

(w- V l)(2m- l)/n „ , „,. + V (w-  l)(2m- 
g^ 

 l)/n 
^(3«t+1-3«,-«'t+1-2«'t) 

„ , „,. 

+ ̂ ¿~ (-2«*+1 + 2^+uV, +u') 

= 2-K+w*+i)+i^r(Mt-M'+i)- 

Writing down the corresponding equations when ¿4-1, k + 2, 
« . . z - 1, are respectively substituted for k, 

Ku + «*+!+!,+ • • • +Kh2 = 
2 + 12^"^*+I ^ 

i WÎ Wl - 1 , . 
K.,+«,_1+l+ i . . . +«^j =-.«,.1+11- («,_,_«,), , . 

and adding all these together, 
m2- 1 

«*{i + maí»>} =muk{^ + ak}+ - - (^-t/.X 
whence 

, . ?W- 1 7»2 - 1 tt't-tt' 

which is the approximate formula (6) already found, uk being here 
put for D¿. 

The preceding investigation suggests an improvement upon the 
ordinary method of interpolation when constant third differences 
are used. 

VOL, XIII, 2 B 
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Let P, Q, R, S, be four points in any curve, the ordinates of 
which are equidistant, so that pq = qr=rs; and let it be required 

to interpolate betwen Qq and Rr any number of ordinates pro- 
ceeding by constant third differences ; then the ordinary method 
of interpolation (which was pursued by myself on p. 202) is equiva- 
lent to substituting for QR a curve line of the third order, which, 
when continued in both directions, passes through P on the one 
side and S on the other. Instead of this, the substituted curve, 
according to the preceding process, has the same tangents as the 

original curve at the points Q and R ; and may be expected to 
coincide more closely with it. 

If constant fifth differences are used, the coincidence can be 
made still more complete by substituting for QR a curve of the 
fifth order whose equation is 

%+*=wfc + Ax + B.Z2 -f Czz 4 Da4 + Ez5, 

where A, B, C, D, E, are determined by the conditions that uk+i, 
u'k, w'*+i> wl, w'i+i, are to be the same in the substituted as in the 

original curve. 
Thus we have 

uk+x= A + 2B# + 3Cz2 + 4Da3 + 5Es4 
m"ä+,=2B + ßCx + 12D#2 4- 20E*3, 

and making #=0 and #=1 successively, 

%+1=A+B4-C4-D + E 
uk ==A 
ufk+1=A+2B 4- 3Crt-4D +5E 
uk =2B 
wV1=2B + 6C + 12D4-20E 
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- five equations, from which the five unknowns may be found 
without difficulty. 

It is here supposed that the values of ux are given for a series 
of equidistant points, corresponding to the values of x, k-rt, 
k-{r - l)t, , . . . k- 2t, k-t, k, k + t, k + 2t .... and that the 
values of u'k, u'k+l, u"k, u"k+l, are found from these values of ux by 
means of the formula given by Mr. Woolhouse, vol. xi., p. 68, to 
which I have already several times referred. 

I now proceed to examine as to the magnitude of the neglected 
term - 

12m2 2 -^-. 12m2 2 -^-. J)k 
We have 0*= Z^, 

Ux=l'xv*-ilxv*. 

Putting z for x, since 4 = 0, 

and £ V=|,., .^ 
Now we have seen that in the Experience table Vt, i.e. Z^oo, = - ^. 
If we put ¿ = 90, and take interest at 3 per cent., 

___ -74409 X 1 ___ "~ 
T3Ï9" X ̂  

and -Att22 =+'00000235. 
L)90 

Similarly, putting A: =95, we get 

and we see that the value of the term is insignificant except for 
ages over 90 ; and we may in practice safely rely on the values as 
given to five decimal places by the formula 

m - 1 m2__ i 

I will conclude with an example of the method of finding the 
values of D'i, Wk, &c, from the tabulated values of Dk, Dk+l, &c 

Taking the Experience 3 per cent, table, as given by Jen kin 
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Jones, making k = 85, and differencing the values of Dx, we get, 
using the notation of Mr. Woolhouse, as followed in p. 210, 

ao= -109*63972 
co = - 1-63248 
eo= -19548 
yo= -32359 

D'.-0-^ + l- gõ ="109-35881 

TV"  „ eo 
+ , l^_  - __ 1.7002^ /uuzú i;85~co~~  „ j + , JOT) 

 - __ 1.7002^ /uuzú 

whence 5^ = --24903 
1% 

and ^=--003871 

Now Tyx=iflXi 

jy ^ 
and - =logř v + ~ = - ^ - p* 

Similarly it may be shown that ♦ 

Thus then, referring to p. 211, it will be seen that we there 

found the value of - ^ to be «24905 and that of - ^ to be 

•003820. It will be noticed that these values coincide closely, 
though not exactly, with the values there found by a widely different 

process. An exact coincidence is not to be expected. 
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